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bstract

This paper presents the implementation of a conceptual framework, for modelling a biopharmaceutical manufacturing plant, into a prototype
ecision-support tool, SimBiopharma. The tool’s scope covers the ability to evaluate manufacturing alternatives in terms of cost, time, yield, resource
tilisation and risk. Incorporating uncertainty means that investment appraisal can be based on both the expected outputs and the likelihood of
chieving them. A hierarchical approach to represent the key activities in a manufacturing process is introduced. Emphasis is placed on how a closer
ntegration of bioprocess and business process modelling can be achieved by capturing common information in an object-oriented environment,

2 (Gensym Corporation, Cambridge, MA). The key features of SimBiopharma are highlighted; these include interactive graphics, task-oriented

epresentation and dynamic simulation which create a much more flexible environment for modelling processes. Examples of typical outputs
enerated by SimBiopharma, when addressing the impact of manufacturing options on strategic operational and financial indicators, are given.

2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

As the number of protein therapeutics in clinical evalua-
ion continues to rise, more efficient manufacturing strategies
re being sought to cope with the increasing demands (Pisano,

Wheelwright, 1995; Byrom, 2000; Kelley, 2001; Chadd &
hamow, 2001). However, selecting an effective manufactur-

ng strategy requires exploring the balance between striving for
mproved operational efficiencies and the subsequent implica-
ions on cost, time and risk. Unless the technical and financial
spects are addressed explicitly, a company risks making deci-
ions that are not best-suited to achieve all goals. Simulation
ools can be used to enhance the understanding of manufactur-
ng systems and act as a test bed for their evaluation. The design
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

f such a tool provided the motivation for this research.
Historically, attractive returns have made companies empha-

ise speed to market rather than focus on improving process
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conomics (Sadana, & Beelaram, 1994). The financial squeeze
n biopharmaceutical companies has triggered renewed interest
n manufacturing and its contribution to business performance.
ence, emphasis on estimating and improving manufacturing

osts is growing. However, at present no software package
llows both process modelling and effective decision-support
hat relates bioprocess decisions to all the following strategic
usiness issues: costing, resource management and risk.

In this paper, a conceptual framework to facilitate the eval-
ation of manufacturing alternatives, and its implementation
nto a software tool, designated SimBiopharma, are presented.
he proposed framework aims to bridge the gap between the
rocess and business perspectives of manufacturing, as well
s incorporating risk analysis. For the implementation into the
ecision-making software tool, emphasis is placed on how a
loser integration of bioprocess and business process modelling
an be achieved by capturing common information in an object-
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

riented environment. The aim is to provide a platform for rapid
valuation of biopharmaceutical manufacturing alternatives
n terms of cost, time, yield, resource utilisation and risk.
onsequently the trade-off between financial and operational

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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arameters can be examined explicitly, the ramifications of
esource delays captured and the impact of uncertainties on the
obustness of the solutions can be ascertained.

. Domain description

Prior to commercial manufacture, the production of a bio-
harmaceutical drug candidate will be required at several stages
uring its development cycle. Manufacturing issues must there-
ore be addressed early in the development process to ensure
ufficient supplies are produced to the correct standard, enabling
eadlines for clinical trials and product launch to be met
Clemento, 1999; Byrom, 2000; Savage, 2000). Bulk drug man-
facture must also support additional critical steps, such as
rocess and assay development, stability programs, pre-clinical
esting and registration samples (Clemento, 1999; Bernstein

Hamrell, 2000). Manufacturing decisions are further com-
licated by the need to comply with stringent current good
anufacturing practices (cGMP), as well as the unique process

alidation requirements of biotech facilities. These regulations
re critical for controlling the quality and safety of biologics.
lthough manufacturers of all drugs must adhere to cGMPs,
iologic drugs suffer more serious consequences if failures in
ngineering and procedural controls occur (Copmann et al.,
001). These can lead to contamination or product alteration,
ompromising product safety for clinical use. Extensive docu-
entation must be provided to comply with these requirements

Gregersen, 1995).
Manufacturing of biopharmaceutical products is primarily by

atch processes. As an illustration, one might consider the man-
facture of biopharmaceuticals derived from mammalian-based
rocesses. Here each batch is produced by a series of opera-
ions that proceed from fermentation (cell culture) through to
roduct recovery (e.g. centrifugation, microfiltration) and finally
urification (e.g. chromatography, ultrafiltration), in a train
f vessels. Additional manufacturing operations are involved
ndirectly in the production of a batch. These include the prepa-
ation of intermediate materials, such as fermentation media and
uffer solutions. Equipment used to produce a batch also need
o be prepared; examples include cleaning-in-place (CIP) and
terilising-in-place (SIP) operations, as well as chromatography
olumn preparation activities. Further support functions include
he essential quality control activities, such as product assays,
quipment and process validation, and the documentation
equired to complete each batch record for regulatory purposes.

Successful operation of a production facility requires both a
echnical understanding of the process and a command of the
ogistics of operations affecting the business. On the process
ront, improvements in technical performance, such as higher
roduct yields, can be achieved by adapting the sequence of oper-
tions, the equipment specifications and operating conditions
nd examining the effects on the properties and composition
f the process and the batch cycle time. On the business front,
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

nhancements in the management of operations require an anal-
sis of the scheduling of operations, the utilisation of resources
such as personnel, equipment, materials and utilities), the over-
ll productivity, the cost of goods and profitability. In addition,
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here are uncertainties in biopharmaceutical manufacture that
mpact on product throughput, costs and delivery time. These
re associated with factors, such as yields, processing times,
esource costs, product demands, contamination rates and suc-
ess in clinical trials. A computer-aided tool capable of capturing
nd integrating these process and business needs, as well as
ncorporating risks, can help provide a rational basis for confi-
ent decision-making in manufacturing.

. Modelling biopharmaceutical manufacture

In the past, process modelling (e.g. mass balances, plant
esign, capacity management) has usually been treated sepa-
ately from the modelling of business issues (e.g. investment
ecisions, production planning, risk assessment). A brief
verview of process and business simulation efforts for biopro-
esses is described below.

.1. Process simulation

Computer-aided process simulation has become a standard
ool to plan, design, optimise and evaluate chemical processes
Gritsis & Titchener-Hooker, 1989). However, the application of
omputer simulation has been slower in the biopharmaceutical
ndustry and the reasons for this have been highlighted by
everal authors (Gritsis, & Titchener-Hooker, 1989; Bogle et
l., 1996; Petrides, Calandranis, & Cooney, 1995; Polakovic

Mandenius, 1996; Gosling, 1996). Despite these problems,
he potential benefits of computer-aided process design tools
ave been gaining increasing recognition in the bioprocessing
ndustry which is confronted with limited finances and pressing
imelines. It is now widely acknowledged that such tools can
e used to help reduce process development times by allowing
ifferent process sequences and operating conditions to be
xamined inexpensively via modelling, thus saving time and
educing costly pilot–scale trials (Gritsis, & Titchener-Hooker,
989; Petrides, & Sapidou, 1997). The advantage of such a
omputer-based tool is that it permits bioprocess decisions to
e better placed in the context of business processes and this
eature is gaining increased recognition. The remainder of this
ection provides examples of the approaches adopted to address
hese two types of modelling in the bioprocessing industries.

The development of computer-aided design tools for bio-
rocessing began in the mid 1980s (Petrides et al., 1995).
ublished work in this area indicates that two main routes for
eveloping bioprocess simulators have been pursued. The first
as concentrated on adapting existing process simulators from
he chemical sector (e.g. AspenTech’s BPS). The second has
eveloped detailed models of individual unit operations verified
sing experimental data (e.g. Gritsis, & Titchener-Hooker, 1989;
hou, Holwill, & Titchener-Hooker, 1997; Varga, Titchener-
ooker, & Dunnill, 2001). In addition there has been work

pecifically targeted at batch processes but primarily developed
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

or chemical process development (e.g. Stephanopoulos, Ali,
inninger, & Salomone, 2000). However, little work has been
resented that allows modelling of complete bioprocesses whilst
ncompassing the process performance as well as the accom-

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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anying capital investment, operating costs, resource utilisation
nd uncertainties. This paper investigates the possibility of com-
ining process, cost and risk modelling in a single framework.
his should permit investment appraisal to be based on both
nancial and operational metrics as well as the likelihood of
chieving certain threshold values.

.2. Cost modelling

The biochemical engineering textbook by Atkinson and
avituna (1991) provides complete examples of how to esti-
ate the production costs for different traditional processes,

ncluding intracellular enzyme and penicillin production. Datar,
artwright, and Rosen (1993) illustrated how the expression sys-

em could have a major impact on the total number of required
rocessing steps and hence the economic viability of a product.
hey compared the costs of producing the recombinant protein,

tPA, in E. coli and CHO cells. Detailed attempts at deriving costs
or transgenic expression technologies are also starting to appear
n the literature, anticipating ton-scale production of antibod-
es (e.g. Mison, & Curling, 2000). The remaining contributions
n the literature tend to focus primarily on the cost of chro-

atographic separations rather than whole processes (e.g. Sofer,
Hagel, 1997). In addition to assessing the production costs

f biopharmaceuticals, certain publications have also assessed
rofitability using standard discounted cash flow techniques (e.g.
ovais, Titchener-Hooker, & Hoare, 2001).

.3. Risk modelling

Traditional process modelling and investment analysis tech-
iques assume all outputs occur with certainty and hence they are
no-risk’ performance measures. However, manufacturing deci-
ions are often made in an uncertain environment characterised
y technical and market-related risks. For example, common
ncertainties in manufacturing systems include yields, process-
ng times, set-up times and batch failures (Banks, 1998), as well
s the amount of investment required, the cost of inputs into pro-
uction and product demands. Formal methods of incorporating
uch risks require a subjective assessment of the probability dis-
ributions of all the key variables, typically based on historical
ata or through soliciting advice from industrial experts. Two
f the methods for using this information are ‘risk adjustment’
Moilanen, & Martin, 1996) and ‘Monte Carlo simulation’,
hich has been used increasingly in various business situations

Hayes, & Wheelwright, 1984).

. Scope of framework

Defining the scope of the modelling effort was a key ini-
ial stage required to focus simulation efforts and to ensure the
readth of the analysis was not too wide that it became too
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

omplex to handle. The scope of the modelling framework was
efined as follows:

To prototype manufacturing operations in a multi-product
biopharmaceutical facility, operating on a campaign basis,
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To investigate supply-and-demand issues of drugs for clinical
trials or commercial manufacture,
To evaluate manufacturing alternatives in terms of cost, time,
yield, resource utilisation and risk.

Manufacturing alternatives that the simulation model should
e able to address were:

Facility decisions – e.g. the use of a stainless steel versus a
disposables-based facility,
Process decisions – e.g. the use of expanded bed chromatog-
raphy versus conventional product recovery techniques,
Capacity decisions – e.g. selecting the optimum downstream
capacity for a potentially successful new drug.

. Modelling approach

.1. Hierarchical framework

The framework used a hierarchical approach to represent the
ey activities in a manufacturing process through a series of lev-
ls. Such approaches have often been applied to systems in other
ectors (Manivannan, 1998; Lakshmanan, & Stephanopoulos,
998; Subrahmanyan, Pekny, & Reklaitis, 1996; Puigjaner, &
spuna, 1998; Johnsson, & Arzen, 1998). More recently hierar-
hical decompositions have also been employed by researchers
o represent all the phases of drug development (Karri, Davies,
itchener-Hooker, & Washbrook 2001; Rajapakse, Titchener-
ooker, & Farid, 2005). The hierarchical framework presented

n this paper focuses specifically on the manufacturing opera-
ions.

The hierarchical framework was modular and extensible
llowing further levels of detail to be added as required. Hence,
he procedure to manufacture a product could be represented at
ifferent abstraction levels according to the desired goals of the
ser. Modelling high-level activities helped provide an overview
f the process and a summary of the key operational and finan-
ial parameters. With more information, each high-level activity
ould be broken down into sub-tasks that generated more accu-
ate estimates of the key parameters. The use of sub-tasks also
ermitted parameters, not considered at higher levels (e.g. steam
sage), to be modelled. This hierarchical approach to modelling
nabled selected activities to be examined in great detail. This
as a computationally efficient approach and also reflected the

act that process data is often sparse. An example of the hierar-
hical levels used to describe product manufacture is illustrated
n Fig. 1.

Each manufacturing campaign was composed of a set of
atches to meet the product demand. As indicated in Fig. 1,
ach batch was defined by a set of recipes, which interact with
ach other to produce a single batch. Each recipe comprised a
rocedure and its resource requirements. Each recipe procedure
ould then be specified, in a hierarchical structure, in terms of
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

ts unit procedures, and/or operations, and/or phases. Hence, a
odel could be considered complete at any level of the hierar-

hical framework; the level of detail adopted is dictated by the
urpose of the simulation and the information available.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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All the features described in the previous section had input
and output parameters, or attributes. The following measures
were considered critical for assessing the capabilities and lim-
itations of a manufacturing strategy: cost, time product mass

Table 1
Summary of typical outputs from each level

Level Outputs

Campaign Total number of campaigns
Total cost of goods
Total fixed capital investment
Summary of recipe direct costs
Cumulative duration of campaigns
Cumulative product mass supplied

Batch recipe procedure Total number of batches per campaign
Recipe direct cost
Recipe duration
Product mass supplied per batch & campaign
ig. 1. Hierarchical representation of manufacturing tasks in a biopharmaceutica
ith each other to produce a single batch. The level of detail adopted is dictated

A closer examination of the hierarchical framework proposed
pecifically for biopharmaceutical manufacture is given below.
he domain description highlighted the multiple types of activ-

ties required to manufacture a product. Performing all these
perations within a single recipe can be inefficient and compli-
ated to modify. The hierarchy was therefore configured to use
eparate recipes to manufacture the product, prepare the equip-
ent, prepare the intermediate materials and to perform support

uality control activities. This is indicated in the “batch-recipe”
evel in Fig. 1. This provides greater flexibility than grouping all
ctivities together within a single recipe considering that often
quipment, media and buffer are prepared prior to, or concur-
ent with, the activities that directly handle the batch of final
roduct.

The ancillary recipes could be scheduled for use by the main
roduct manufacture recipe. For example, the product manu-
acture recipe could acquire equipment for processing use and
elease it after use for cleaning by another recipe. This per-
its dirty equipment to be cleaned by a CIP recipe which can

e applied as often as is necessary. Another advantage of the
pproach is that certain ancillary activities, such as the prepa-
ation of intermediate materials, are not always dedicated to a
pecific campaign. Similar separation of product recipes from
ecipes performing ancillary tasks can be found in Bastiaan
1998) and Crowl (1997).

As illustrated in Fig. 1, each recipe procedure could be mod-
lled in greater detail in terms of its constituent unit procedures.
or example, the product manufacture recipe procedure could
omprise unit procedures, such as “fermentation”, “filtration”
nd “chromatography”. Similarly the equipment preparation
ecipes could be modelled as unit procedures that are specific to
ertain equipment, e.g. “CIP fermenter”. Under certain circum-
tances it may be desirable to define each unit procedure more
recisely in terms of its individual operations. For example, the
equence of product-handling operations in a fermentation task
ould be “agitate”, “heat”, “react”, “feed addition” and “dis-
harge”.

All the hierarchical views of the activities in a manufacturing
acility needed to be reconciled with the top-level view. This
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

as made possible through the use of common parameters run-
ing through all the levels, namely cost, time and product mass.
owever, lower-level views also provided valuable outputs and
ere therefore of use in their own right, e.g. the unit operation

U

t. Each manufacturing campaign is composed of a set of recipes, which interact
e purpose of the simulation and the information available.

evel was used to obtain resource utilisation profiles. A summary
f the typical outputs from each level is shown in Table 1.

.2. Key features

To satisfy both process and business applications each level
pecified the manufacturing process in terms of the manufac-
uring tasks, the resources within the plant, and the process
treams that flow between material-handling tasks. Outside these
ore knowledge requirements existed characteristics that were
ore specific to each individual application. For process appli-

ations, examples include mass balance data and associated
athematical procedures. Business applications require cost

ata and knowledge of resource availability and utilisation. The
eveloped framework permits the user to investigate different
roduction strategies in terms of the process efficiency, mass
nd project throughput, resource demands and bottlenecks, and
he cost of goods.

.3. Key parameters
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

nit procedure/ operation Task direct cost
Task duration
Process stream compositions
Resource utilisation profiles

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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nd risk. These are closely interrelated; the ideal manufacturing
lant should operate within a timeframe that maximises the mass
hroughput rate while being cost-effective and with acceptable
isk.

.4. Stochastic simulation

Integral to this study has been the incorporation of risk and
ncertainty so that investment appraisal could be based on both
he expected outputs and the likelihood of achieving certain
hreshold values. Relying solely on deterministic results could
ead to the risk of incorrect conclusions that could be damaging
o a company’s overall economic performance. To measure the
isk of a proposed investment, probability distributions could be
ssigned to all the key uncertain variables. While historical data
ould be used to identify suitable distributions, most uncertain-
ies were subjective estimates from informed experts. The Monte
arlo simulation technique would then be used to determine the

esulting frequency distributions of the output summary mea-
ures. Consequently several possible outcomes are simulated
nd their impact on the outputs measured as well as their like-
ihood of occurrence. This facilitates choosing the most robust

anufacturing option and allows questions, such as “what is the
hance of exceeding the cost budget?” and “what is the probabil-
ty of failing to meet our desired plant output?” to be answered.
ence, incorporating uncertainties also provides a more realistic

anking of manufacturing alternatives.

. Process and cost models

.1. Process models

The process models were selected primarily to describe a
anufacturing process based on mammalian cell culture. Care
as taken to construct or select models that described outputs

hat facilitated rapid assessment of manufacturing alternatives,
ithout requiring data inputs that were complex or that necessi-
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

ated specially designed experiments for their estimation. This
as key to enable facility, process or capacity decisions that

onsidered both the technical performance and the implications
n resources and costs to be made at early design stages.

C
w
p
m

able 2
asis of process models

nit operation Basis – simple models Key

ermentation Stoichiometry; Extent of reaction Brot
entrifugation Solids carry-over; Solids volume-fraction in

sediment
Sedi

icro-/ultra-filtration Flux; Rejection coefficients Perm
facto

iafiltration Flux; Rejection coefficients; Number of
diafiltration volumes or Contaminant
removal-fraction

Perm
facto
rem

ead-end filtration Flux; Rejected particle-fraction; Particle
volume-fraction in retentate

Perm

hromatography Flowrates; Yields Prod
volu
 PRESS
al Engineering xxx (2006) xxx–xxx 5

The process models comprised a combination of design equa-
ions, which reflected design constraints arising from the process
nd equipment, and mass balances taken over material-handling
asks. The basis of each process model is summarised in Table 2.
xamples of the equations are given in Appendix A.

.2. Cost models

Fixed capital investment and the cost of goods were used
o compare different production strategies, are the. Simple cost

odels were initially proposed to provide rapid estimates of
hese metrics. The open architecture of the framework permits

ore detailed and accurate models to be added to complement
hese as and when additional data becomes available from the
iopharmaceutical industry.

.2.1. Fixed capital investment
The fixed capital investment was approximated using the

ang factorial method (Lang, 1948). For chemical engineer-
ng facilities, values in the range of 3–5 are often recommended
Sinnott, 1993; Peters, & Timmerhaus, 1991). Examples of cap-
tal cost breakdowns in the literature (Osborne, 1997; Hamers,
993; Nelson, 1998) have suggested factors in the range of 6–7
s more typical for biopharmaceutical plants. In addition, dis-
ussions with industrial experts have indicated that factors in
he range of 4–7 are more suitable for the biopharmaceutical
ector (A. Sinclair, BioPharm Services, Bucks, England, per-
onal communication). These provide default input values for
he model.

.2.2. Cost of goods (COG)
The cost of goods comprised both the direct costs accrued

ased on resource utilisation and indirect manufacturing costs,
.g. maintenance, that are incorporated as investment-related
osts. The duration of campaigns and the mass throughput also
nfluenced the operating costs. The tool employed the model
ndicated in Table 3 to calculate the cost of goods (COG). The
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

OG model was adapted to reflect the extra costs associated
ith current good manufacturing practices (cGMP) for bio-
harmaceutical plants. The cost of goods was defined as the
anufacturing cost, thus excluding general expenses, such as

outputs

h composition
ment composition; Supernatant composition

eate composition; Retentate composition; Membrane area or Concentration
r or Processing time
eate composition; Retentate composition; Membrane area or Concentration
r or Processing time; Number of diafiltration volumes or Contaminant

oval-fraction
eate composition; Retentate composition; Membrane area or Processing time

uct stream composition; Waste stream composition; Processing time; Buffer
mes

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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Table 3
Cost of goods model

Cost category Value

Direct Direct raw materials f (utilisation)
Miscellaneous materials 0.5 × Direct raw materials
Direct utilities f (utilisation)
Operating labour f (utilisation)
Supervisors 0.2 × Operating labour
QCQA 1.0 × Operating labour
General management 1.0 × Operating labour

Indirect Maintenance 0.1 × Capital
investment × Project duration

Local taxes 0.02 × Capital
investment × Project duration

Insurance 0.01 × Capital
investment × Project duration

Depreciation Capital
investment/Depreciation
period × Project duration

General utilities Cost per unit area per
year × Facility size × Project
duration

T
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otal Cost of goods

QCQA = Quality Control & Quality Assurance.

ales and administration costs. The direct (variable) costs were
omputed based on the utilisation of the material, utilities and
taff resources. The indirect costs (fixed overheads) were mostly
erived from the capital investment. Since the tool was intended
or evaluating the effects of different production strategies it
as found to be more useful to base the staff costs on their
tilisation rather than considering them as a fixed annual salary-
ased cost. Monitoring the direct utilities cost does not account
or the ongoing utility charges for running the manufacturing
acility. For example, HVAC systems are critical to controlling
irborne particulate levels and pressure differentials in differ-
nt rooms so as to prevent contamination and securely contain
icro-organisms used for production. An extra cost category

ermed “general utilities” was added to account for this. Advice
n a suitable correlation for this category was sought from indus-
rial experts (A. Sinclair, Biopharm Services, Bucks, England;

. Sawyer, Lonza Biologics, Portsmouth, NH, personal com-
unication). The cost was derived as a function of the facility

ize or floor area. The fixed overhead costs were allocated to a
roject based on its occupancy time in the manufacturing plant.

Apart from the direct resource costs, the remaining cost cat-
gories were each estimated as a function of other costs. The
efault values for the factors used in these functions are indi-
ated in Table 3; they provide a rapid estimate of the distribution
f costs in a biopharmaceutical plant. These values were derived
rom literature or expert sources as indicated below. Pugh (1998)
rovides estimates of the miscellaneous (indirect) material costs
e.g. safety clothing) as 33–67% of the direct raw material costs
or cell culture facilities. A value of 50% was taken as the
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

nitial default value. The staff for supervision, quality and gen-
ral management were estimated based on the operating labour
ost as suggested in chemical engineering textbooks (Peters,

Timmerhaus, 1991). However, the actual value of the fac-
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or for quality staff was increased to reflect the higher burden
n quality control activities in the biopharmaceutical industry.
he new value for the factor was derived after soliciting advice

rom industrial experts. Some (C. van Hoorn, Merck & Co.,
est Point, PA; N. Henschel, Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma
G, Germany, personal communication) suggested that rela-

ive to a chemical pharmaceutical facility, the quality assurance
emands would be similar in a biopharmaceutical plant, whereas
he quality control staff would be two to three times greater. Oth-
rs have suggested that for every operator, there should be two
uality control staff. In chemical engineering textbooks, qual-
ty costs are estimated as one-fifth of the operating labour cost.
sing the advice from industrial experts suggests that a factor
f 0.4–2 would be more appropriate. A default value of 1 was
elected. When quality operations are modelled explicitly this
actor can be reduced or removed to avoid duplications of costs.
he default value for the annual cost of general utilities per unit
oor area was assumed to be $300/m2 (M. Sawyer, Lonza Bio-

ogics, Portsmouth, NH, personal communication). The factors
or the remaining fixed overheads, such as maintenance were
ssumed to be similar to those for process engineering facilities.

In addition to calculating the cost of goods on a cost category
asis, the framework also permitted the calculation of the direct
ost of goods on a task basis, as mentioned earlier. Viewing costs
n a unit operation basis can be more useful to a process devel-
pment team since it highlights where to focus cost reduction
fforts.

. Data collection

As highlighted in the previous section, parameters in the mod-
ls within the framework have default values obtained from a
ange of sources: industrial experts, historical data, literature and
endors. Data collection involved a series of discussions with
xperts (J. Birch, D. Sherwood, J. Bonnerjea at Lonza Biolog-
cs, Slough, England). In addition, these experts were consulted
o as to validate the structural model assumptions through dis-
ussions of the manufacturing operations in biopharmaceutical
lants. The experts were also called upon to validate whether the
esults of the simulation model were reasonable. Default values
or parameters in the process and cost models, such as linear
elocities in a chromatography step and cost factors, were built
nto the models with the flexibility to modify them.

. Selecting a software platform for implementation

It was necessary to summarise the required capabilities of
he software platform(s) and assess which of several platforms
ould be best-suited to implement both the logistical models,
escribing the interactions between tasks and resources over
ime, and the mathematical process models, used to determine
he composition of the process streams.
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

.1. Requirements specification

The conceptual framework identified the key features, e.g.
asks, and parameters, such as cost required to represent the

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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Table 4
Requirements specification for the tool

Requirement type Specification

Representation of
declarative and
procedural knowledge

Tasks and their characteristics

Resources and their characteristics
Material flow and its characteristics
Relationships between tasks, resources and
material flow
Sequences of tasks
Resource requirements for each task
Calculation procedures for mass balances and
costing
Variables for the calculation procedures
Time
Hierarchical views of the tasks
Risk/uncertainty: stochastic variables defined
using probability distributions

Dynamic simulation Dynamic simulation of task sequences
Dynamic allocation of resources to tasks
Dynamic invocation of calculation procedures to
compute compositions and costs
Dynamic invocation of procedures to compute
resource utilisation statistics
Monte Carlo simulation
Single-threaded, multi-threaded and parallel
processing

Flexible development
environment

Graphical user-interface
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would monitor the cost and time outputs. The advantage of this
Modular
Extensible

rocess and business perspectives of manufacturing processes of
iopharmaceuticals. This permitted the development and refine-
ent of a “requirements specification” that describes what the

oftware platform should be able to accomplish. A summary of
he requirements specification is shown in Table 4.

The possibility of using SuperPro Designer (Intelligen,
cotch Plains, NJ), a commercially available bioprocess sim-
lation package was investigated. Key advantages were found
o be that it was relatively simple and fast to set up a flowsheet
or an entire process. It also had default values for many of the
nput data required for simulation that could be used when exper-
mental data were not readily available or as a reference to check
gainst. However, one of the key disadvantages was that it could
ot capture the desired dynamic behaviour capabilities related to
ime-dependent operations (Table 4). An example of information
hat needs to be updated in “real-time” is resource availabil-
ty, since this affects the allocation of resources to tasks over
ime. This is important for tasks competing for specific resources
ince the tasks can become delayed by the non-availability of
resource. In addition, the availability of equipment resources

s further constrained by their status which can change between
clean”, “sterile” and “dirty”. SuperPro Designer did not account
or the impact of delays due to resource constraints and hence
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

ad limited logistical capabilities. These conclusions are echoed
y Shanklin, Roper, Yegneswaran, and Marten (2001) in their
valuation of Aspen Batch Plus and SuperPro Designer for mod-
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lling a vaccine manufacturing process; they report that neither
ackage accounts for constraints, such as available labour or
ime limitations between cleaning and processing. Another key
imitation for the purposes of this work was the inability to
ncorporate probability distributions to represent the uncertainty
n parameter values. Furthermore, it only offered pre-specified
unctionality with no option to create user-defined models. This
eant that it was not possible to model newer unit operations,

uch as expanded bed chromatography, or to customise existing
odels. On the other hand, object-oriented programming lan-

uages were found to have features that support all these required
apabilities. Similar conclusions were related by Knutilla et al.
1998), when examining several platforms for specifying man-
facturing processes.

.2. Implementation strategy using an object-oriented
pproach

Gensym’s G2® (Gensym Corporation, Cambridge, MA) was
elected as the most suitable environment in which to build
he models describing the process and business perspectives of
iopharmaceutical manufacture.

G2 is a graphical simulation tool that enables modelling of
number of key manufacturing and business features, such as

esource utilisation and costs. Both types of applications require
ommon information, such as the process sequence, the unit
peration models, the design data, the relationships between
bjects and the constraints on the process due to time, cost
nd resource availability. This graphically- and object-oriented
nowledge-based tool can be used to capture and formalise
ll these common properties. A particular advantage of such
n object-oriented language is its rapid prototyping capability,
hich facilitates the development of applications in a mod-
lar fashion, where modules are reusable. A benefit of the
nowledge-based approach is that more of the information is
n an explicit, declarative form, accessible by both developers
nd end-users, rather than buried in procedural code (Stanley,
994). This facilitates error detection. A further and powerful
roperty of such knowledge-based systems is the inheritance in a
lass hierarchy, which simplifies development and maintenance
y abstracting common properties and behaviours.

ReThink® (Gensym Corporation, Cambridge, MA), an
pplication that runs in G2’s object-oriented programming envi-
onment, contains useful pre-built features, such as basic tasks
nd resources, to enable business process re-engineering. New
eatures pertinent to biopharmaceutical manufacture can be
dded by extending and customising the building blocks in
eThink, using the G2 programming environment. Theoreti-
ally then when modelling a manufacturing process at the unit
rocedure/operation level, ReThink can be configured to allow
sers to build simulation cases that comprise the production
rocess sequences as interconnected tasks, each with a dura-
ion and cost and each related to the resources it requires. This
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

ask-oriented approach is that it focuses more on the logistics of
roduction unlike the unit-oriented approach that focuses more
n the plant schematic and promotes a clear linkage between the

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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anufacturing activities, their resource requirements and costs
ncurred through the use of the allocated resources. This can
rovide a better understanding of where costs originate and how
mprovements can be made to the process. Another benefit of the
ask-oriented approach is that it facilitates a hierarchical analysis
f the process by describing the manufacturing activities at var-
ous levels of abstraction. Resource requirements are expressed
xplicitly for each task providing a clear visualisation of the
asks and their required resources. Such an approach confers a
igher level of flexibility than implicit resource representation
ince the resource requirements of a task are not fixed in its
roperties but can be set at any time without disrupting the tool
nfrastructure.

The technical performance of each task and hence the mate-
ial flow to each task was dictated by mathematical models
or the unit operations. The values of these performance vari-
bles could either be determined by specifying the mathematical
odels in G2 or by data-seeking from an external simulator

ontaining the unit operation models. A key implementation
ecision was to determine the optimum method of incorporat-
ng the output of the mathematical process models within this
ecision-support software. Since the mathematical complexity
f the simple process models is within G2’s capabilities, the pro-
ess and logistical models were created all in G2; this avoided the
roblems of interfacing between different packages and offered
he advantages of an open architecture for future additions of
eatures. The tool was designed and implemented in ReThink.

. Tool overview

In designing SimBiopharma the challenge was to repre-
ent the declarative and procedural knowledge required in a
ufficiently robust manner, so as to enhance the efficiency, main-
ainability and reusability of the application. It was necessary to
ustomise ReThink to model the processes of biopharmaceu-
ical manufacture using the G2 language. The components of
he tool built with this language possess the benefits of object-
riented design, including the use of encapsulation, inheritance
nd polymorphism.

The mapping of the key features of the framework into
bject classes was facilitated by the principles of object-oriented
esign. The development of the class hierarchies was more
nvolved. It was guided by the requirements of the manufac-
uring domain and exploited the object-oriented principle of
nheritance of attributes and methods in hierarchies.

The main components of SimBiopharma are depicted in
ig. 2. The system definitions comprise all the declarative and
rocedural knowledge for modelling manufacturing operations.
he declarative knowledge consists of all the objects, such as

asks and resources, and their class definitions describing their
roperties. The procedural knowledge enables programmatic
ontrol over an application and takes the form of procedures,
ethods and rules. Each of these items contains G2 statements
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

hat can be used to obtain information about objects and to
pecify actions to be executed on them.

Some of the key features of the user interface are highlighted
n the simplified schematic in Fig. 2. The graphical user interface
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epicted simplifies rapid prototyping of specific cases since it
s highly interactive and provides visualisation of the various

anufacturing levels. The user interface provides a template of
he manufacturing levels to guide the user through building their
pplication graphically. Palettes provide the different types of
asks and resources required to populate a simulation model such
hat the building blocks can be cloned from the palette and placed
n the appropriate level in the simulation model and configured.
he resource pools in the plant are specified to describe the
apabilities of the plant.

The task-oriented approach adopted requires that the task
equences within each recipe be generated and the resource
equirements identified. Resource requirements were expressed
xplicitly for each task by using objects (resource managers)
ttached to the task to represent the association of a resource
rom a pool to the task. Attributes of the tasks and resources
ere initialised through the use of input/output tables. When-

ver a simulation is run, the simulation clock advances with
he completion of each task and the simulation model is ani-

ated to enable the user to view what is happening at any
oint in time. Dynamic simulation enables temporal reasoning
nd makes it possible to view the tasks that are active and to
rack the impact on parameters over time. Examples of such
ime-dependent parameters include the composition of process
treams, the status of equipment, the product mass, the number
f batches completed, resource availability and utilisation.

.1. System definitions

The three main constructs identified to specify a manufac-
uring process were the tasks carried out to manufacture a
iopharmaceutical, the resources available within the plant, and
he process streams that flow between material-handling tasks.
ach type of construct required descriptions at multiple levels
f detail represented as objects. The objects were categorised
nto classes defined by a set of attributes, which describe their
roperties, and methods, which characterise their functions. The
onstructs were classified into class hierarchies to allow inher-
tance of common properties and behaviour. Encapsulating the
ommon features and behaviours of these objects into generic
lasses facilitated re-use of code and the extension of knowledge
epresentation.

.2. Manufacturing task classes

The tasks describing the manufacturing operations form the
ore of SimBiopharma. The hierarchical views of the manufac-
uring activities were realised through the use of workspaces,
pon which items can be placed. Each high-level task on a
orkspace can be broken down into its subtasks that are placed
n the subworkspace of the task. The manufacturing levels are
herefore represented as a workspace hierarchy. This is illus-
rated in Fig. 3 where the tasks representing product manufacture
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

ach have an associated subworkspace with the constituent tasks
hat make up the recipe procedure.

The task class hierarchy is shown in Fig. 4 where the
efinitions of the tasks have been extended from ReThink’s

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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ig. 2. Simplified schematic of the main components of the tool, SimBiopharm
ome of the features of the user interface are palettes and the model template.

ystem-defined class of a task block. The task blocks represent
iscrete events and have cost and duration attributes as well as
ethods defining default behaviour. These are all inherited by

he custom tasks. When a task becomes active it calls methods
o perform appropriate actions, such as cleaning or calculating
tream compositions and activity costs.

An example of a fermentation task object and its defini-
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

ion is shown in Fig. 5. The class definition acts as a common
emplate for all fermentation activities. It describes the com-

on characteristics (attributes), behaviours (methods), and icon
epresentation of every member of the fermentation class. For

t
c
a
a

he system definitions are comprised of class definitions, procedures and rules.

he fermentation task, attributes are all inherited from superior
lasses, but a specific method is created to determine the compo-
ition of the outlet stream. Fermentation tasks are represented in
imulation models by creating instances of the class, that appear
raphically as icons, where each attribute is given a specific
alue. The attribute table indicates that information about the
utlet streams, mass balance, duration and cost of the task need
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

o be specified. When setting the duration of the task, the user
an specify the duration to follow a particular distribution, such
s a random normal distribution. The mean duration of the task
nd its standard deviation must then be provided. This feature

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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ig. 3. Example of a workspace hierarchy. This shows tasks representing a produ
ubworkspaces.

llows variability in process durations to be captured. When the
ask is activated it calls the mass balance method as well as other

ethods defined for the superior classes to execute the required
ctions.

Regarding the mass balance inputs, the user may select differ-
nt mass balance calculation methods for the fermentation task
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

ccording to the level of sophistication desired. For example,
t a certain level of detail it may be sufficient to determine the
erformance of unit operations using process models based on
imple yield relations; whereas when more rigorous and predic-

a
d
t

ig. 4. Class hierarchy of key manufacturing tasks. The manufacturing operations ar
nufacture recipe and an equipment preparation recipe each with their associated

ive evaluations are required, kinetic models may be selected.
ach mass balance calculation method has an associated data

able. The data table for a simple mass balance method for fer-
entation is illustrated in Fig. 5. This highlights that the simple
ass balance method is based on the mass stoichiometry and

he product titre being specified.
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

It was necessary to prevent tasks inheriting inappropriate
ttributes and methods. This was achieved by making a clear
istinction between the overall hierarchical framework and the
ask class hierarchy (Fig. 4). So for example, the campaign

e classified as either material preparation tasks or equipment preparation tasks.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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ig. 5. Class definition and instance of fermentation task with its attribute tabl
nstance represents a specific occurrence of the task.

anufacture and product manufacture recipe tasks are classi-
ed separately from the remaining manufacturing operations. In
ddition, the biopharmaceutical manufacturing tasks are classi-
ed into material preparation and equipment preparation steps.
he campaign manufacture task represents the top-level activity
nd its attributes include a “campaign summary table” indicating
he total number of campaigns completed, cumulative product

ass supplied and cumulative product mass demand. The prod-
ct manufacture recipe task contains summary statistics on the
rogress of the batches for each campaign. Its attributes therefore
nclude a “product-supply-and-demand-table” which monitor
he number of batches completed, the product supplied per batch
nd the product demand per campaign.

.2.1. Material preparation tasks
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

The product manufacture and intermediate material prepa-
ation tasks all share some characteristics and behaviours as they
ll make material. For this reason, the superior class, material
reparation, was created to encapsulate the common informa-

a
a
p
t

class definition acts as a common template for all fermentation tasks and the

ion into a single class. This minimises the use of redundant
ode, making the class hierarchy easier to comprehend, extend
nd maintain. The subclasses have more specific attributes to
uit their function. For example, the product manufacture task
lock and its subclasses have attributes needed to perform mass
alance calculations. Decoupling the mass balance data and
ssociated calculation method from the task’s attributes was
chieved by assigning the following attributes to the prod-
ct manufacture definition: “mass-balance-method-name” and
mass-balance-data-table”. This meant that the subclasses, such
s fermentation and centrifugation, could all inherit these
ttributes without any conflict. It also provided the flexibility
o select different mass balance calculation methods for these
asks, and fill in their associated data requirements, according
o the level of sophistication desired. To monitor the steps that
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

chieve virus clearance, the product manufacture task block was
lso given the attribute “virus-clearance-data-table”, where it is
ossible to specify the “log-clearance-factor”. Material prepara-
ion tasks were also given attributes to specify the name and type

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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f outlet streams produced as a result of the activity. Examples
f stream type are “product”, “intermediate” and “waste”.

.2.2. Equipment preparation tasks
Equipment preparation tasks did not require specific

ttributes in addition to those inherited that include cost and
uration tables. Modelling equipment preparation operations,
uch as cleaning-in-place (CIP) operations, was achieved at a
imple level by creating a generic cleaning method for the equip-
ent resource that changes the status of the equipment from

dirty” to “clean” and a CIP task block method that initially
djusts the equipment status to “cleaning-in-progress” and then
nvokes the equipment CIP method to perform the cleaning oper-
tion on the attached equipment. Similar methods were created
or each of the equipment preparation operations.

.2.3. Transitions
In addition to the manufacturing operations, it was necessary

o create transition steps to be placed between the product man-
facture tasks. These steps between tasks were created to serve
wo main purposes. Firstly, for discrete event simulation, the
ask duration and resource utilisations must be known before
he task is activated. However, since certain operations, such
s filtration and chromatography have methods to determine the
ask duration and volumes of buffer required, it was necessary to
erform these calculations prior to starting these operations. The
ransition steps therefore call methods to compute these values
nd to set these attributes in the following task and its attached
esources. The other fundamental function of the transition steps
s to schedule the ancillary operations required between tasks.
o this end the transition step has attribute tables, to specify the
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

ncillary operations required prior to the next operation and post
he previous operation, and methods to run the ancillary opera-
ions identified. For example a chromatography task will require
he column to be cleaned and equilibrated before loading of the

9

a

ig. 6. Class hierarchy of manufacturing resources. These include non-renewable res
perators.
 PRESS
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rocess material can begin. Following elution, the column may
equire regeneration and another cleaning cycle, depending on
ts mode of use. Thus, the transition steps were key to achieving
he necessary smooth functionality of the tool. They provided
mechanism for communication between the recipes and per-
itted the product manufacture recipe to drive the timing of the

ncillary recipes.

.3. Manufacturing resource classes

Modelling the resources that individual tasks require was
chieved by defining resource pools, which represent a set of
vailable resources, and resource managers, which associate a
articular resource with a particular task in the simulation model.

The resources include the staff, equipment, materials and util-
ties required to execute the tasks and may also be generated as
result of a task execution, as in the case of intermediate mate-

ial preparation tasks. The resource class hierarchy, depicted in
ig. 6, categorises the resources. Since ReThink already has def-

nitions of resources, they were customised to reflect the nature
f the current domain.

The resources were classified as renewable or non-renewable
wing to their different behaviours. Renewable resources
nclude equipment and operators since they are replaced in
he resource pool after use. When a block begins processing, a
esource manager allocates the required resource from the pool
o the block, making it unavailable for other tasks. When the
lock finishes processing the resource is deallocated, making it
vailable again for other tasks. In contrast, materials and util-
ties are consumed and generated by tasks, and are therefore
lassified as non-renewable resources.
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

.3.1. Operators and equipment
Operators inherited the properties and behaviour of renew-

ble resources and did not require any further customisations

ources, e.g. material and utilities, and renewable resources, e.g. equipment and

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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ig. 7. Example of the representation of a specific instance of a fermenter
esource with its attribute table. This highlights the key properties that need
o be specified for a fermenter.

o describe their cost and utilisation patterns. On the other
and, special features needed to be incorporated into the tool
or equipment resources. They were given additional attributes,
uch as “equipment-status” (“clean”, “dirty” or “sterile”). More
pecific attributes indicating the equipment sizes were given to
ubclasses, such as tank and chromatography column. Fig. 7
hows an example of the representation of a specific instance of
fermenter resource with its attribute table.

The common operations for equipment were cleaning and
terilising activities. As mentioned earlier, generic “clean” and
sterilise” methods were created for the equipment class meth-
ds to change the status of equipment. Since objects are arranged
n a class hierarchy, subclasses of equipment, such as fer-

enters, inherit this cleaning method. A key to the creation
f this prototype tool was the use of inheritance of attributes
nd methods in class hierarchies as demonstrated above. This
elped to minimise development efforts significantly. In addition
hromatography columns were assigned methods for column
reparation activities, such as “equilibrate”, “regenerate” and
re-equilibrate”. These alter the status of columns when invoked;
o “equilibrated” for example.

The status attribute provides an additional constraint on the
vailability of equipment and permits tasks to specify the equip-
ent status they require to function. For example, a fermentation

ask block requiring a “sterile” fermenter will only become
ctive if the fermenter resource allocated to it has the cor-
ect status. Allocation of equipment resources was controlled
y specification of the “required-initial-equipment-status” for
ach equipment-resource-manager attached to a task and a pro-
edure to choose a resource from the pool with the correct
tatus.

.3.2. Materials and utilities
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

Unlike equipment and personnel resources where the utili-
ation refers to their number, for non-renewable resources the
tilisation can refer to a specific attribute in each case. An effi-
ient approach to solving this problem was to assign material
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esources the attribute “utilisation-indicator”. This permits the
se of one generic rule and one generic method for all material
esources, which work together to update the attribute named by
he “utilisation-indicator”. Creating generic rules and methods
nhances the reusability of the application and avoids duplica-
ion of code. This approach avoids ambiguity that can result
rom not knowing exactly which attribute is used to indicate
he resource’s utilisation and provides much more flexibility for
onfiguring individual material and utilities resources within a
arge application.

Material resources were classified into chemicals-and-
iochemicals, e.g. glucose, and equipment-related-material, e.g.
embrane-filter. The former was assigned a physical state

ttribute, composition tables for component masses, volumes,
oncentrations and mass fractions and a virus table detailing the
irus titre in the resource. Each subclass of equipment-related-
aterial was assigned attributes to indicate its size, e.g. “area”

nd “number-of-units” for membrane-filters.
In biopharmaceutical facilities, consumables, such as mem-

ranes and matrices, can be re-used for a certain lifetime or be
isposed of after each batch/use. To distinguish between these
wo types of uses of equipment-related material, the equipment-
elated material class was given the attribute “re-use”, that
ould be true or false, to indicate whether the material could
e re-used in subsequent batches. To ensure that costs of dis-
osable materials were not duplicated if the materials were
sed in multiple cycles of a step or in ancillary activities as
ell as the main activity, the equipment resource manager was
iven the attribute “dispose-after-task” that could be true or
alse to indicate whether the material attached to a particular
ask was immediately disposed of upon task completion or used
y another task before disposal. The ability to model flexibly
esources along with their corresponding usage patterns is a key
equirement in most manufacturing applications.

.4. Process streams

The process streams refer to the flows of material out
f product manufacture operations and intermediate material
reparation operations. Examples include the culture broth pro-
uced by a fermentation task, and fermentation media produced
y a media preparation task. The process stream object was
iven attributes to specify its type and define its composition in
erms of the component masses, volumes, concentrations, mass
ractions, and their respective totals. In addition, the number of
irus particles in the stream was monitored.

.5. Cost objects

The framework, illustrated in Fig. 1, led to the identification
nd explicit modelling of new cost items incurred from ancil-
ary activities, e.g. cleaning equipment. In traditional costing
echniques, these costs may be hidden in overheads or unac-
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

ounted for. The cost of each manufacturing task was based on
he costs incurred through the use of the allocated resources
excluding equipment). Hence, the framework provided a clear
inkage between manufacturing activities and their associated

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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irect resource costs. Cost tables were created for the fixed cap-
tal investment and the cost of goods. The attributes of each table
ere configured to hold input and output values. For the fixed

apital investment, the input attribute assigned was the “Lang
actor”, and the output ones were the “total equipment purchase
ost” and the “fixed capital investment”. For the cost of goods
able, it was necessary to specify the depreciation period and the
acility size. The outputs in the table included cost categories,
uch as raw materials, utilities, staff, overheads and deprecia-
ion. The cost of each task is updated based on the resources
onsumed. Each table was assigned methods to compute the
ndividual cost items, the total fixed capital investment and cost
f goods per gram. The cost methods, associated with cost of
oods table, compute the direct costs based on the utilisation of
he material, operator and utilities resources. The fixed facilities
verhead costs are derived from the capital investment and the
rocessing time.

.6. Representing uncertainties in parameter values

ReThink only supports the representation of probability dis-
ributions for the duration of blocks. However, other parameter
alues are given single values with no option of specifying a dis-
ribution to express the uncertainty in the parameter value. The

ethod proposed to handle stochastic parameters was to use dis-
rete distributions where each possible value of a parameter was
iven a probability of occurrence. This was represented using
eThink’s branch blocks with several output paths leading to
locks representing the different outcomes.

.7. Reporting

Task blocks and associated procedures were created to write
he outputs of each campaign and Monte Carlo simulation to a
le that could be viewed in Microsoft Excel. This facilitated the
eneration and storage of report files. The strengths of Excel for
roducing graphs and performing statistical analysis of the data
ould then be exploited. This was particularly useful for handling
he extensive amount of data generated from running Monte
arlo simulations. Suitable graphical charts were proposed to
rovide greater insight into the process-business interactions
nd to ensure the results of such analyses were readily inter-
retable. These were used to help determine the ranking of
lternatives under different scenarios. These included tornado
iagrams, risk versus reward charts, bubble plots and windows
f operation. In addition resource utilisation plots could be gen-
rated in ReThink to assess whether modifications to operations
ould help reduce the frequency of peaks in demand and provide
more streamlined process.

0. Using the prototype tool

The object-oriented representation makes it easier to trans-
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

orm knowledge about a process rapidly into a graphical model
hat is easy to understand and use. The user generates simu-
ation models of a manufacturing process by simply cloning
he customised objects (e.g. fermenter resources, fermentation

t
o
t
e

ields, resource utilisation, and investment costs, operating costs and processing
imes per campaign.

asks) from palettes and dropping them onto workspaces. The
bjects’ attributes are then configured for the specific case and
he task blocks connected together to create a running simula-
ion model. A manufacturing template was also built to guide
he user through building a simulation model of the manufac-
uring system under investigation. Fig. 2 illustrates part of the
emplate showing the workspace hierarchy as well as the multi-
le resource pools and a summary of the key outputs. The key
nputs to and outputs from SimBiopharma are summarised in
ig. 8.

After a particular case is set up the impact of different produc-
ion strategies on the process performance, resource utilisation
nd bottlenecks, and the resultant cost of goods and risks can be
valuated. Examples of some of the results from a case study set
p to assess the process economics of a pilot plant based on dis-
osable components as opposed to stainless steel for clinical trial
aterial preparation are shown in Figs. 9–11. Fig. 9 shows the

ombined media and buffer utilisation over time for each pilot
lant for both the product manufacture recipe and the equipment
reparation recipes (CIP, SIP). Here media refers to fermentation
edia and buffer refers to the solutions used during the equili-

ration, wash and elution stages of chromatography and to the
IP solutions. The figures highlight the greater demand on buffer

n a stainless steel pilot plant that can be attributed to the need
or CIP procedures in addition to the tasks involved in the prod-
ct manufacture recipe. A simplification for the case study was
hat media and buffer arrived ready-made to each plant. This is
ertainly appropriate for the disposables-based plant since they
ould arrive pre-sterilised in bags ready for use. However, in a
tainless steel plant, it is more likely that these materials would
e prepared in-house. Consequently, the utilisation curves indi-
ate that more media and buffer preparation steps are required
n a stainless steel plant.

Operator utilisation charts were also generated and they
ould enable a company to determine the appropriate resource
ool (operators) suitable for carrying out the manufacturing
asks efficiently. Alternatively the current utilisation data allows
he company to identify periods during manufacturing when an
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

perator resource is under-utilised and can be freed up for other
asks. The utilisation metrics therefore provide insight into how
fficiently the process is using the operators and can help prompt

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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Fig. 9. Combined utilisation of media and buffer over time for (a) the stainless steel pilot plant and (b) the disposables-based pilot plant. The peaks in the stainless
steel plant correspond to the high buffer demands in cleaning-in-place (CIP) steps, which are absent in the disposables-based plant.

Fig. 10. The frequency distribution and cumulative frequency for the annual cost of goods per gram for (a) the stainless steel plant and (b) the disposables plant. The
solid column indicates the deterministic estimate of the cost.
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Fig. 11. The frequency distribution and cumulative frequency for the annua

eorganisation of resources and tasks to maximise resource util-
sation so as to improve throughput and productivity.

In this example case study, Monte Carlo simulations were
sed to characterise the variability in the key performance mea-
ures due to uncertainties in product titre, product demand and
arket success and examine the impact on this facility deci-

ion. Examples of the financial and throughput outputs from this
ase study are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The range in possible
utcomes for the performance measures highlights the danger
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

f using deterministic outputs for decision-making. From the
OG/g outcomes in Fig. 10, it is possible to conclude that the
isposables plant has both a lower expected cost and lower risk
s the outcomes are less disperse than for the stainless steel plant.

f
t
S
t

ect throughput for (a) the stainless steel plant and (b) the disposables plant.

he disposables plant also offers a greater likelihood of achiev-
ng an annual throughput of at least four projects (84% versus
3%) as can be seen in Fig. 11.

1. Conclusions

The research, programming and decisions made in order to
onstruct a prototype software tool, SimBiopharma, has been
resented. SimBiopharma, provides a hierarchical framework
eutical manufacture: Design and implementation of SimBiopharma,
g.2006.10.020

or modelling both the technical and business perspec-
ives of biopharmaceutical batch manufacturing processes.
imBiopharma can describe a large number of problems facing

he industry, such as facility, process and capacity decisions. The

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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ierarchical approach to representing activities confers maximal
exibility since it allows production strategies to be evaluated at
ifferent levels of detail according to the goals of the user. The
bject-oriented representation of the key objects, their proper-
ies and behaviour provides full access to the base language
nd hence facilitates incorporation of new or changed require-
ents once implementation is underway. It also encourages

he development of well-modularised applications. The tool
ombines interactive graphics, animation, and dynamic sim-
lation to create a more flexible environment for modelling
rocesses than that found in conventional process software tools.
t adopts a task-oriented approach to modelling manufactur-
ng and incorporates the interactions between manufacturing
asks (e.g. fermentation, chromatography) and the available
esources (e.g. manpower, materials, equipment). The task-
riented approach also promotes transparency, as it is possible
o view the cost, duration and yield of each task. The tool also
ncourages the explicit modelling of ancillary tasks, e.g. equip-
ent cleaning-in-place (CIP) and hence the cost models account

or items that might otherwise be overlooked. In addition, risk
Please cite this article in press as: Farid, S. S. et al., Modelling biopharmac
Computers and Chemical Engineering (2006), doi:10.1016/j.compchemen

nd uncertainty are dealt with and so investment appraisal can
e based on both the expected outputs and the likelihood of
chieving certain threshold values. The performance measures
uilt into the tool to evaluate manufacturing alternatives can be

A
S

nputs Outputs

ermentation
Mass-stoichiometry coefficient, ai Outlet stream comp

Feed stream component mass, mi in Extent of reaction,

Reference component, ref

Final concentration of ref component, cref

Total volume of feed stream, Vintot ,
Limiting substrate, lim

entrifugation
Solids-carry-over-fraction, S Solids removal frac
Solid-volume-fraction in sediment, vssed Supernatant and se

mssup , mssed

Total feed stream component masses, mintot Supernatant and se
mlisup , mlised

Total volume of feed stream, Vintot

Solid density, ρs

*Assumption: only 1 solid component

embrane filtration

Calculation mode: Output mode:

Membrane area per unit, A/Processing time per cycle, t Membrane area pe

Average flux, J Total processing tim
 PRESS
al Engineering xxx (2006) xxx–xxx

ummarised in terms of cost, time, mass, resource utilisation
nd risk. This framework has been used for a series of case
tudies ranging from facility decisions (Farid, Novais, Karri,
ashbrook, & Titchener-Hooker, 2000; Farid, Washbrook, &

itchener-Hooker, 2005a,b), to process decisions (Mustafa et
l., 2004) and capacity decisions (Lim et al., 2005; Lim, Zhou,
ashbrook, Titchener-Hooker, & Farid, 2005). They serve to

llustrate how the prototype application can be used to assess
anufacturing strategies in terms of their operational benefits

nd cost-effectiveness.
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ppendix A. Key mass balance models in
IMBIOPHARMA

Mass balance calculations

onent mass, mi out 1. moutref = crefVintot

x 2. x = minref − moutref

minlim

alim

aref

3. mi out = mi in − minlim x
ai

alim

tion, R 1. R = 1 − S
diment solid component masses, 2. mssed = Rmsin

mssup = msin − mssed

diment liquid component masses, 3. mlin = mintot − msin

Vlin = Vintot − Vsin

ρlin = mlin

Vlin

4. Vssed = mssed

ρs

Vtotsed = Vssed

vssed
Vlsed = Vtotsed − Vssed

mlsed = Vlsed ρlin
5. mlised , mlisup

mlised = mliin

mlin
mlsed

mlisup = mliin − mlised

1. A = Vin(1 − CF−1)

Jnt
or

t = Vin(1 − CF−1)

JnA
r unit, A/Processing time per cycle, t 2. T = nt

e, T 3. Vret = Vin

CF

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2006.10.020
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Inputs Outputs Mass balance calculations

Volume of feed stream, Vin Permeate and retentate stream component
masses, mi perm, mi ret

4. mi retRC�=0 = mi inCF(RCi−1)

Vi retRC�=0 = mi retRC�=0

ρi

No. of cycles, n 5. VretRC=0 = Vret −
∑

Vi retRC �=0

Vi retRC=0 = Vi in

VinRC=0

VretRC=0

mi retRC=0 = Vi retRC=0 ρi

Concentration factor, CF 6. mi perm = mi in − mi ret

Rejection coefficient, RC

Chromatography

Column height, H Processing time per cycle, t 1. tr, r = L, W, E, tr = HCVr

ur
No. of column volumes, CV Buffer volumes required, V 2. Vr = CVrVcoln
Linear flow rates, u Product and waste stream masses, mi prod,

mi waste

3. Vprod = CVprodVcol

mi prodfrom L = mi Lyi

Vi prodfrom L = mi prodfrom L

ρi

Vprodfrom E = Vprod −
∑

Vi prodfrom L

Vi prodfrom E = Vi E

VE
Vprodfrom E

mi prodfrom E = Vi prodfrom E ρi

mi prod = mi prodfrom L + mi prodfrom E

mi waste = mi L + mi W + mi E − mi prod

Column volume, Vcol

No. of cycles, n
Yield fraction, y
Product-stream-column-volumes, CVprod

Viral clearance
stream

R

A

B

B

B

B

B

C

C

C

C

D

F

F

F

G

G

G

H

H

J

K

No of virus units in inlet stream, vrin No of virus units in outlet
Log clearance factor, LCF
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